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Pathfinder Installation Manual l 25500463.pdfPathfinder Manual | 25500463 This website or its third-party tools use cookies that are necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the purposes set out in the cookie policy. If you would like to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing the
banner, scrolling through the page, clicking on a link, or continuing browsing by other means, you agree to the use of cookies. 1 2 Table of Contents 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 111112 14 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 20 21 22 2 3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 30 31 32 33 35 35 36 Pathfinder® a compact, programmable siren and light controller, available with stand-alone controllers
or remote control heads. Pathfinder is packed with features such as two-tone and integrated Rumbler traffic accounting capability along with optional Federal Signal Vehicle Integration/On-Board Diagnostics (OBDII) integration. Pathfinder is easy to install and includes convergence network configuration software to provide a high level of customizable control
capability. All new programming software can be downloaded from the Federal Signal website, so you can easily program a vehicle — or an entire fleet — from your laptop. Controller FeaturesPathfinder provides the user with personalized control of the siren, warning lights, directional lights, and other accessories. Each control option has two-color
programmable buttons that are brighter when activated and can be programmed to press and hold, press and snap. The brightness of the button can be dipped or turned off stealth operation. More than (100) labeling stickers, such as alleyways, gun locks and wails allow for further customization of the control head. Pathfinder can control signalmaster™
directional functions of light bands, ILS systems and stick lights that are compatible with fs convergence network, as well as Latitude™ 3-wire SignalMaster. For convenient visual reference, Pathfinder emulates the selected pattern of signalmaster operation. Stand-alone controls and remote surface-mounted controller The front panel of the controller includes
a four-position progressive sliding switch, a seven-position rotary switch and (9) backlit buttons. The Pathfinder (2) programmable speaker also includes diagnostic LEDs on the front panel, which are turned off by default when speakers are enabled. The noise-cancelling microphone supplied with the remote control head is connected directly to the control
head with an RJ11 connector, so there is no need to return a microphone cable to the amplifier. For greater versatility, the amplifier offers a 1/4 connector microphone connector option (1/4 jack microphone and remote control expansion kit sold separately). Manual control The manual control it has backlit buttons and the ergonomic design provides
convenient volume control and push button on the side of the controller. It also has a magnetic mount and includes mounts for fixed or swivel swivel The microphone is inserted into the control head, so there is no need to run the microphone cable back to the amplifier. For greater versatility, the amplifier offers a 1/4-inch jack microphone jack option. (1/4 jack
microphone and remote control expansion kit sold separately).17 Button Controller Similar in appearance and touch to the Federal Signal SmartSiren Platinum controller, the 17 button controllers are specifically designed and programmed to work with the Pathinder Siren. The control head has a four-position progressive slide switch and (17) backlit buttons.
As a visual reference, the control head emulates the selected pattern of the SignalMaster operation. The included noise-cancelling microphone is connected directly to the control head with an RJ11 connector, so there is no need to return a microphone cable to the amplifier. For greater versatility, the amplifier offers a 1/4 connector microphone connector
option (1/4 microphone and remote control expansion kit sold separately).4 Button control The 4 button control front panel (4) includes a backlit push button. As a visual reference, the control head emulates the selected pattern of the SignalMaster operation. The noise-cancelling microphone supplied with PF200S4 uses a 1/4-inch plug that connects directly
to the amplifier. Included remote expansion kit.6 Button control The front panel of the 6-button control (6) includes a backlit push button and a four-position progressive slide switch. As a visual reference, the control head emulates the selected pattern of the SignalMaster operation. The noise-cancelling microphone supplied with the PF200S6 uses a 1/4 plug
that connects directly to the amplifier. The package also includes a remote expansion kit. Amplifier FeaturesPathfinder's default siren sounds include Wail, Yelp, Priority, Manual/Peak-and-Hold, Hi-Lo, Powercall, and Air Horn. The library has other optional siren sounds available, including Unitrol™ branded siren sounds such as Wail, Yelp, Futura, Hi-Lo,
Ultra Hi-Lo, Alarm, Air Horn, and Hetro. PA, radio re-broadcast, and air horn standard for Pathfinder. Pathfinder (2) also includes serial ports that must be used in parallel with FS Convergence Network devices such as light bars or directional warning lights for easy plug-n-play installation. Other amplification features include horn ring transfer (TAPII, Timer or
Hands-Free), Park, Ignition, and (4) general purpose inputs for boot/door release, pistol lock, intrusion alarms and monitoring K9 temperature systems. The polarity of each input can be programmed, except for ignition. Timer function Pathfinder's built-in timer function detects the ignition/off and allows you to select multiple time settings. Various devices with
wired relay outputs are the Pathfinder amplifier (such as in-car video DVRs, radios, and laptop chargers), and a safety shotgun timer is provided to minimize unauthorized shotgun Pathfinder timer function allows end user to avoid extra external timer costs per vehicle all devices must be turned off at a different time, unlike many of the external timers used by
departments. Programming software features The Convergence network configuration software can be downloaded from the FS website and siren configurations can be created on a laptop computer. You can extract, modify, and store configured programs to facilitate and re-use the service. The Federal Signal Convergence Network allows the user to plug-
n-play simply by connecting the siren to the vehicle's light band. Pathfinder gives the user the ability to clone an entire fleet of siren functions. The user simply connects the Pathfinder to a pc and downloads the functions of the programmed software onto a USB drive to download functions from each siren. Rear expansion moduleThe EXPMOD-2 rear
expansion module, in cooperation with any Pathfinder siren, provides additional (16) 7.5 amp flashing outputs and (2) 20 amplifier control outputs. The rear expansion module makes installation faster and easier by allowing full control of the OEM brake, tail, turn, backlight and third brake lighting without the need for additional flashers. (9) blackout relays are
included which allow trained officers to cut all rear lights to avoid detection. The rear expansion module (3) contains serial ports that must be used with FS Convergence Network devices such as light bars or directional warning lights for simple plug-n-play installation. The rear expansion module is controlled by a Pathfinder siren that can be programmed
through the Convergence network configuration software to provide a high level of distributed and customizable control. Up to two rear expansion modules can be used with the Pathfinder Siren, which provides a total (32) 7.5 amp flashing output and (4) 20-amp control output. Vehicle-specific taillight connection harnesses are available in the Dodge Charger
Pursuit, Chevrolet Tahoe, Dodge Durango and Ford Police Interceptor Utility. 24-channel expansion module EXPMOD24 24-channel expansion module works with any Pathfinder siren to provide pathfinder with an additional 24 flashing outputs. The 24-channel expansion module is controlled by a Pathfinder siren that can be programmed through the
Convergence network configuration software to provide a high level of distributed and customizable control. You can also set the maximum output current for each forwarder using the Convergence Network Configuration Software. The 24-channel expansion module is potted to protect it from adverse weather conditions, making it ideal under the hood. Up to
four 24-channel expansion modules can be used with pathfinder sirens. FS vehicle integration /on-board diagnostic integration (OBDII)FS vehicle integration with a simple plug-in connection vehicle CAN bus system. FS vehicle integration uses a vehicle-specific cable (sold separately) to seamlessly integrate into the vehicle, vehicle, and siren control with
vehicle events such as door opening, headlights, brakes, speed, park, etc. The use of FS vehicle integration eliminates the need for the transmission of certain options, such as the transmission of the horn ring or the ignition separately. Integrated Rumbler® CapabilityThe Pathfinder is available with built® Rumbler traffic accounting capability. This allows
Pathfinder to produce a Rumbler sound without the need for a separate external amplifier. Rumbler capability requires the purchase of Rumbler woofers and vehicle-specific mounting kit. With Rumbler, you can only use dual-tone capability when purchasing a full RUMBLER-3-PF that includes the additional amplifier. Pathfinder + (1) 100 W siren speaker =
one tone and standard PA Pathfinder + (2) 100 W siren speakers = two-tone and standard PA Pathfinder + (1) 100 W speaker + (1) or (2) Rumbler woofers = one tone, Rumbler and improved PAPathfinder + (2) 100 W siren speakers + RUMBLER-3 set (includes two woofers) = Rumbler, two-tone siren, and the standard PA (one channel Rumble)Pathfinder +
(1) or (2) Rumbler woofers + (2) 100 W siren speakers + MS4000 = dual-tone, Rumbler, and the improved PASteady Burn ModelsAre available for permanent burn models using the Pathfinder™ Siren. The combination of exterior lights on Steady Burn models and the Pathfinder Siren allows the Pathfinder to control lights around the vehicle using flash
patterns for sirens, synchronizing/alternating light heads, and light-signaling light heads. Heads.
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